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The actress Hélène Darras files a complaint against Gérard Depardieu for sexual assault, 
according to the magazine "Complément d'investigation". The events allegedly occurred in 2007 
during the filming of the film Disco. At the time she was 26 years old. Gérard Depardieu is already 
the target of another complaint from another actress, he has been indicted for rape since the 
end of 2020. In total, more than fifteen women accuse the actor of sexual violence. 
 
The author of the knife attack on Saturday in Paris was presented to an anti-terrorism judge 
today, with a view to indictment. The Franco-Iranian known for his radical Islamism and his 
psychiatric disorders said having acted in reaction to the persecution of Muslims around the 
world. The attack killed one person and injured two others. 
 
This is perhaps a turning point in the Narumi Kurosaki case - the Japanese student found dead in 
2016 in Besançon. For the first time, her ex-boyfriend, Nicolas Zepeda admitted during his appeal 
trial in Vesoul, having entered the victim's residence to talk with her. They were no longer a 
couple at the time of the young woman's death. The trial will be held until December 22. 
 
Soccer this evening with a very special match: Marseille against Lyon. The match, which counts 
for the 10th day of Premier league, could not be played at the end of October after violence 
targeting the bus of Lyon bus injured the team’s coach Fabio Grosso. This time the match will be 
played without Lyon supporters. Kick-off at 9 p.m. 
 
And then Taylor Swift is named personality of the year 2023 by Time magazine - A first for an 
artist. According to the prestigious magazine, the American singer is committed to giving value 
to dreams, particularly those of women, who felt neglected and underestimated. Among the 
nominees were Chinese President Xi Jinping, and the creator of Chat GPT, Sam Altman. 
  


